
Introduction 

When things were still going well Claire had asked to do tests with certain types of DNA. The scientists 

she worked with showed her the eggs and test results, but Claire didn't want to hear anything, so the 

scientists abandoned her project. 

Chapter 1 

(Introduction) It all starts well until it happens... (Claire) - The park  is not going to have any problems 

whatsoever? 

(Worker) -No lady  any problems, the  park is going to  worry- you not forthat Claire. 

(Alert  unknown animal intrusion in the  Park.( Alarm sounds) 

(Claire) - Can you recognize with the computer? (To Worker) 

(Worker) -No madam we can not recognize the animal we can locate it. 

(Claire) - Where is the animal located? 

(Worker) - I'm trying to locate her... bizzzzzzzzzz... 

(Alert) Dear visitors we ask you to remain calm the backup generators will be activated  in a few 

moments. Direct yourself immediately to the  emergency shelters  and now!( alarm) 

(Worker) - I believe we have locate the creature now.... 

(Claire) - Ask to activate the backup generators and fast, because dinosaurs can escape from one 

moment to another all the pen doors are disabled and also the electric barriers!   

(Worker) - Yes Claire, This is Raphael to you. 

(???) – 

(Raphael) - Turn them on backup generators as soon as possible! 

(???) –  

(Raphael) - Answer !!!!!!! 

(???) –  

(Raphael) - No answer I cross that they are dead, Claire. 

(Claire) - I think we'll have to go and see for ourselves.. 

(Claire) - You stay here if a problem arises I stay in touch with you. (To Worker) 

(Worker) - Ok, perfect! We will contact you if anything happens otherwise contacted  us. 

(Claire) - You pushy151 ,  you come with me you  a seem to know you. 

(Claire) - Let's start by getting out of this place... 

(Alert) Unknown on approach. 



BAM. 

(End) (Claire) - Hurry to board the helicopter and take off before it catches up with us. 

(Decolle) 

(Claire) - we need to get to the power plant as soon as possible.( To Alan) 

(Alan) – Parfait! 

(Unknown animal) - You're not going to get away with it. Mouahahahaha!! 

(Fireball that touches the engine of the helicopter) beep beep  beep  beep!! 

(Crash) 

 

Chapter 2 

Party 1 

(Introduction) 

(Claire) - Hello? No one is injured or dead?? 

(Player) - I'm fine but for Alan I don't know if  he's alive. 

(Claire) – AAAAAAAAALLLLLLLLLAAAAAAAAAANNNNNNN 

(Player) – AAAAAAAAAALLLLLLLLLLAAAAAAANNNNNNNN 

(Claire) – AAAAAAAAAAAALLLLLLLLLLAAAAAAANNNNNNN 

(Player) - ALL.... I just found it... He's dead. 

(Claire) -Ah... At least we're close to the power plant. 

(Claire) - Oh no! My team informs me that there will be thunderstorms any minute. 

(Claire) - We should find shelter to sleep so we can see better tomorrow and fitter. 

(Player) - You're right. 

(End) (Thenext morning) 

Party 2 

(Introduction) (Claire) - We have to find a way out of this forest the power plant is right  next door. 

(End) (They leave with the old jurassic  park vehicle that was in the building (garage)abandon the  park  

jurassic  park 

 

Chapter 3 



(Introduction) 

(Claire) - OMG! The power plant was really damaged. 

(Player) - Who could have done that or at least what creature would be able to do that ?!?!?!?! 

(Claire) - I have no idea 

(Player) - Let's go inside maybe there are still survivors. 

(Claire) - You're sure it looks very dangerous plus the building has already caught fire. 

(Player) - WHAT TO BE TOO TARD!! If there are survivors, he could tell us about what happened. 

(Player) - You're right let's go fast! 

(Inside) 

(Player- Claire) - Cough...... 

(Claire) - I'll wait for you here if there are survivors bring me the I'll take care of it (all). 

(Player) - Am I the only one who sees holes, blood everywhere, corpses and claw marks? (cough)) 

(Claire) - No, I see everything, too. Find me a radio like this I can contact my team. She can send us a 

rescue team. 

(Technician) - HELP !!!!! 

(End) (Claire) - Can you tell me what's happening? (To the Technician) 

(Technician) - One was attacked by a flying creature, its looked like a dragon, but different from the 

others I couldn't see long enough to tell you what it looked like in detail the survivors were knocking out 

and fainting like me. 

(Claire) - Let's get out of here before everything explodes. 

(Player) - Good idea. 

(Back outside  Claire takes the radio to call contact the team) 

(Claire) - Can you send us a rescue team so that survivors can be treated and safe? 

(Raphael) - Yes I make her  now  leave me some moment. 

(Raphael) - This is Raphael at the rescue team you hear me? 

(Rescue) - Yes we hear you what's the problem? 

(Raphael) - There has been a disaster at the power plant and there are survivors they need a rescue 

team. 

(Rescue) - We're moving as fast as we can to get them. 

(Raphael) - They're coming.... 



(Claire) - Perfect! I will contact you again if anything happens. 

A few moments later.... 

Get on board fast! 

(Whale noise) 

(Claire) - You heard ???? 

(Claire) - The sound comes from the enclosure of the mosasaur 

(Player) - You have to go there and fast! 

(Claire) - You drive  I take care of having reinforcements (security) 

(Player) - Perfect! 

 

Chapter 4 

(Introduction) (Claire) - Here we are. 

(Disembarking from the vehicle) 

(Claire) - To get to the enclosure of the mosasaur we must take the elevator of the staff that leads 

underground  or that there are the stands but also the room containing the submarine that allows to go 

in its enclosure. 

(Player) - But first we have to get all the visitors out of the park most are in the restaurant store and 

more... but especially in the emergency shelters  and here's one. 

(Claire) - You're totally right. Let's start by freeing all these visitors and then we'll take care of the 

mosasaur. 

(End) (Helicopter noise on approach and some vehicle)(Claire) - Here we go.. 

(Brad) - If I understand  there is a problem with the mosasaur? 

(Claire) - Yes, but I asked for reinforcements a so that you could bring visitors out  of  the park(Port). 

parc( 

(Bradd)- My team does it if you want me can  accompany you. 

(Claire) - A security guard would not do any harm. 

(Player) - Yes, but we have to find a way to unlock the elevator to be able to access the submarine.. 

(Whale noise) 

(End) (Brad) - Hurry up, I'm driving. 

(Claire) – Ok. 

(Start a can to advance) 



(????) – Mouahahahah. 

(Ice the boat with an ice laser.) 

(In the boat) (The boat no longer operates any electricity and the boat is covered with ice) 

(Brad) - Uhhhh  ???? 

(Claire) - What just happened? 

(Brad) - I have no id.... 

(Stronger whale noise) 

 

Chapter 5 

(Introduction) (Claire) - We need to find a way to see to reactivate the engine. 

(End) (Brad) - Now let's see what she has.... 

(Near mosasaur) 

(Really strong whale noise) 

(Claire-Brad) - OH MY GOD! 

(Claire) - These  are the first time I've seen this kind of injury... 

(Brad) - Me too 

(Brad) We have the only submarine that can go into that cage in addition to its a submarine, in case of 

injury or whatever and these  the case at this time. I can't do that. 

(Claire) - Neither do I 

(Brad) - Some of you are capable of doing that. I leave room to  whoever will do it ... (randomrandom  

player)) 

(Brad) (Instruction) The W and S keys to go up or down the first arm, the keys A and D allow to move the 

arm either  to  a the left or right. The keys for the second arm  sound the arrow of your keyboard to hit 

with the hammer on the ice made shift for the first and second the Ctrl key. Mobile keys will be available 

soon. 

(End) (Brad) - Good job! 

 

 

Chapter 6 

Coming soon… 


